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construction). The tradeoff coefficients α and β are used based on the
importance of the two objectives. Here, we adjust the coefficients so
that these two terms are approximately of equal weights. In fact, these
two terms are tradeoff terms and are different in different test cases. In
order not to bias one side, we choose a pair of α and β to balance the
effects. Although we have observed a slight increase in I/O wirelength
for “industry3” case containing many I/O-involved nets, we have obtained a better I/O timing performance by an averagely smaller I/O
wirelength.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an I/O clustering step, considering
DC and performance optimization for high-end flip-chip design. We
formulate the problem as a min-cost maximum flow problem, and
the experimental results are encouraging. With a slight increase in the
percentage of VDTV, we can automate the I/O buffer block generation,
which, in turn, will yield an averagely better timing performance and
a much less DC.
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Abstract—The authors present efficient reverse-order-restoration
(ROR)-based static test compaction techniques for synchronous sequential
circuits. Unlike previous ROR techniques that rely on vector-by-vector
fault-simulation-based restoration of test subsequences, the authors’
technique restores test sequences based on efficient test relaxation. The
restored test subsequence can be either concatenated to the compacted
test sequence, as in previous approaches, or merged with it. Furthermore,
it allows the removal of redundant vectors from the restored subsequences
using a state traversal technique and incorporates schemes for increasing
the fault coverage of restored test subsequences to achieve an overall
higher level of compaction. In addition, test relaxation is used to take ROR
out of saturation. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed techniques.
Index Terms—Fault coverage, linear reverse-order restoration (LROR),
state traversal (ST), static compaction, test relaxation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The complexity of sequential automatic test pattern recognition
(ATPG) is significantly higher than combinational ATPG [1]. For this
reason, to maximize fault coverage, sequential ATPG uses heuristics
that could result in large test sequences. For example, when genetic
algorithms are employed, a high fault coverage is achieved, but at the
expense of long test sequences [2].
The length of a test set for testing system-on-chip (SoC) crucially
affects the test application time (TAT) and memory requirements of
the tester. Therefore, test compaction focuses on reducing the length
of a test set while maintaining its fault coverage. Test compaction
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algorithms can be classified into two main classes, namely: 1) dynamic
compaction and 2) static compaction. Dynamic compaction algorithms
incorporate heuristics aimed at producing shorter test length into the
test generation process; whereas, static compaction algorithms are
applied as a postprocessing step to the test generation process. Static
compaction is known to be more efficient for sequential circuits than
dynamic compaction.
Static compaction algorithms for sequential circuits are useful for
both scan and nonscan sequential circuits. Scan circuits benefit from
these algorithms in two ways: 1) To reduce the number of scan
operations that require a large number of clock cycles, sequences
of primary inputs can be applied between scan operations. Static
compaction can be effective in reducing the length of such primary
input sequences [3]. 2) Recently, an approach called “transparent” scan
was proposed, which considers a scan circuit as a sequential circuit
with extra inputs and outputs corresponding to scan-chain inputs,
scan-select input, and the scan-chain outputs [4]. Under this approach,
static compaction algorithms for nonscan sequential circuits can be
applied directly for scan circuits, without altering the algorithm.
Several well-known static compaction techniques are proposed in
the literature. Pomeranz and Reddy proposed vector omission [5],
which removes a test vector from the test set if it does not reduce
the fault coverage. Hsiao et al. [6] explored another aspect of vector
omission in which test vectors that take the test set to the same state
(cycles) without contributing to fault detection are removed. The idea
is extended in [7] using relaxed state assignments, and a higher level
of compaction is achieved by locating bigger cycles in the test set.
The results of vector omission showed that the majority of test
vectors can be removed from the test set, which suggested that it
would be more appropriate to find test vectors that are needed for
maintaining the fault coverage rather than those that can be removed.
This observation led to the concept of vector restoration [8].
Test vector restoration [8] removes all the test vectors and restores
them one by one considering the target fault(s) in decreasing order of
detection time. Test vectors are added to the compacted test set until the
target fault is detected. The compacted test set is then fault simulated,
and all the faults that are detected are dropped. This process continues
until all the faults (detected earlier by the original test set) are detected.
Restoration also produces a covering effect, as hard-to-detect faults
that are detected toward the end have higher chances of detecting easyto-detect faults that are detected by initial test vectors thrown randomly
by ATPG. The restoration algorithm places test vectors in the original
order of their appearance.
Many algorithms are developed on top of vector restoration. Linear
reverse order restoration (LROR) was proposed by Guo et al. to speed
up the vector restoration process [9]. The algorithm selects some faults,
in decreasing order of detection time, restores test vectors using fault
simulation, and places the restored test vectors toward the end of the
compacted test sequence. Thus, only newly restored test vectors are
fault simulated rather than the entire test set as in original vector
restoration.
Another heuristic based on restoration is the single fault restoration
(SIFAR), proposed by Lin et al. [10]. It targets a single fault in
decreasing order of detection time and restores test vectors until the
fault is detected. It uses parallel pattern simulation to speed up the
restoration process, achieving better compaction results in lesser time
than LROR [9].
Guo et al. improved LROR [11], [12] by making the following modifications to their previous proposal [9]. During test vector restoration,
if the algorithm comes across a time frame with undetected faults, then
these faults are added to the target fault list and restoration continues.
Results obtained by this modified method were comparable to SIFAR
and other previous versions of restoration algorithm.
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Finally, Guo et al. [12] improved LROR [11] by using vectoromission-based technique to the newly restored subsequences in
Mixed-Mode (MISC) algorithm. In this technique, test vectors are
omitted if they do not contribute to the detection of target faults.
The MISC algorithm gave overall best published results in terms of
compaction but is comparatively more CPU-intensive than LROR [11]
and SIFAR [10].
Vector restoration algorithms suffer from quick saturation; usually, they can be applied a small number of times to reduce the
test set, and mostly, reductions are found in the first few iterations.
Pomeranz and Reddy [13], [14] proposed a number of schemes to help
restoration algorithms move out of saturation. These algorithms rely on
inserting new test vectors to give the compaction algorithm a chance
to further reduce the size. Although effective in terms of reducing the
size of a test set, they have high computational complexity.
Vector restoration algorithms could suffer from a large number of
fault simulations to restore a test sequence to detect the target faults,
which makes it computationally expensive. Recently, an efficient test
relaxation scheme was proposed for sequential circuits by El-Maleh
and Al-Utaibi [15]. The relaxation algorithm returns the relaxed assignments on inputs as well as on flip-flops of the circuit, considering
a certain number of target faults.
In this paper, we utilize the relaxation algorithm in extracting a
test sequence. This is achieved by stopping the relaxation process
whenever the required values on all the flip-flops are either do not cares
(Xs) or are compatible with the states reached by a previously restored
test sequence. This gives an efficient way of restoring test sequences
compared with the expensive vector-by-vector fault-simulation-based
restoration technique. The restored test sequences using this scheme
have the additional property of being relaxed, i.e., not fully specified,
and therefore can be merged using schemes similar to those proposed
in [16].
In addition, we propose an efficient way to identify redundant
vectors in a restored test subsequence based on a technique similar
to state traversal (ST) [6].
The proposed relaxation-based LROR technique (RX-LROR) also
takes advantage of the state of the already restored compacted test
sequence in reducing the size of the currently restored subsequence.
Furthermore, the test relaxation algorithm is used to take RX-LROR
out of saturation.
We also propose a technique that enhances the performance of
RX-LROR by increasing the fault coverage of currently compacted test
sequence before restoring a subsequence for the next target fault(s).
This is done by relaxing and randomly filling the compacted test set,
and it is found effective in drastically reducing the test size. Finally, we
propose three hybrid compaction techniques that reduce the inherent
limitation of vector restoration algorithms of quick saturation and offer
a tradeoff between compaction quality and CPU time.
The paper is divided as follows: Section II discusses the proposed algorithms with illustrations, Section III discusses the limitations of the
justification step of the test relaxation algorithm, Section IV presents
experimental results, and, finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. P ROPOSED A LGORITHMS
In this section, different algorithms proposed in this paper are
described.
A. Relaxation-Based ROR With ST
Algorithm 1 illustrates our implementation of the ROR technique
based on test relaxation. Let us suppose that the size of the test set to
be compacted, T , is of length l. We denote the compacted test set as
C; initially, C = ∅. Given a time frame i, we denote the set of faults
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detected at i by Fi . The good and faulty states of the flip-flops are
denoted by Sg and Sf , respectively. We also denote the required flipflop values for justifying the faults Fi by (Sg /Sf )i . Ftarget holds all
the faults detected by T .
Algorithm 1. Reverse order restoration (RX-LROR)
1) Fault simulate the circuit using the given test set. Collect the
detection time of each fault.
2) Restore the first k test vectors as a synchronizing sequence
from the given test set T . C = {v1 , v2 , v3 , . . . , vk }.
3) Fault simulate the restored sequence C and drop all the faults
detected from Ftarget . Store the (Sg /Sf ) values of all the flipflops for all undetected faults.
4) if (Ftarget = ∅) Return C else Go to Step 5).
5) V = Test Restoration(n, Fn ), where n is the last time frame
having undetected faults.
6) V = State Traversal(V, Fn , Ftarget ).
7) C = C & V ; Go to Step 3).
Let Si and Sj indicate the flip-flop values (required or reached) at
time frames i and j, respectively. Then, the state justification requirements of Sj are covered by those of Si , if Sj ⊇ Si . For example, let Sj
be 1X and Si be 10. Then, Sj ⊇ Si , and this means that the required
values on Sj are satisfied by Si . Finally, & is a concatenation operator.
Algorithm 1 starts by restoring a self-synchronizing sequence of
length k vectors, where k is user specified. Then, it starts the restoration process from the last time frame in the test sequence at which
some faults are detected. Test restoration is shown in Algorithm 2.
A test subsequence for a set of faults is restored by justifying the
required values for detecting the faults frame by frame. The restoration
process of the test subsequence terminates if the required values on the
flip-flops at a time frame are all Xs or are covered by the flip-flop
values reached by the previously restored sequence. It should be noted
that (Sg /Sf ) holds the states for all undetected faults that reached
to the flip-flops after fault simulation in Step 3) of Algorithm 1.
On the other hand, (Sg /Sf )i , as shown in Algorithm 2, indicates
the required good and faulty values for time frame i. However, it
should be observed that the good and faulty values in (Sg /Sf )i and
(Sg /Sf ) are compared only with respect to the faults being justified, i.e., Fi .
Algorithm 2. Test Restoration(n, Fn )
1) Let i = n, and V = ∅ be the sequence currently restored.
2) (Sg /Sf )i = Justify(Fi , i) and let j = i.
3) while (((Sg /Sf )j = X) and ((Sg /Sf )j ⊇ (Sg /Sf ))) {
V = Vj & V // add current time frame to V
j = j − 1 // move back single time frame
(Sg /Sf )j = Justify(Fi , j) // get the required values for all flipflops in this time frame
} // end while
4) Return (V ).
Once a test subsequence is restored, an attempt to reduce its size
is made by the ST algorithm, which is discussed in the next section.
Finally, the reduced subsequence is concatenated to the previously restored sequence, and only the concatenated sequence is fault simulated
and detected faults are dropped. The process continues until all the
faults are detected.

Fig. 1.

Compaction by ST algorithm.

Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, it is assumed that the restored subsequence V , consisting of n vectors, detects F faults. It is also assumed
that i and j are variables corresponding to time frames i and j,
respectively.
Algorithm 3. State Traversal(V, Fn , Ftarget )
1) Let i = 2 and j = n.
2) while (j > 2) {
if ((for each fault k ∈ Fn ((Sg /Sf )i ⊆ (Sg /Sf )j )) &
(No fault ∈ Ftarget detected in time frames i to j − 1)) {
Clip vectors Vi to Vj−1 from V
j = i − 1; i = 2 }
else if (i < j − 1)i + +
else {j − −; i = 2}
} // end while
3) Return (V ).
For each time frame j, the algorithm checks for the earliest possible
time frame i such that the justification requirements of time frame j
are satisfied by the justification requirements of time frame i. If such
a time frame i is found, then the vectors from i to j − 1 are redundant
and can be removed. Algorithm 3 removes these vectors if no fault is
detected within these vectors. This heuristic was found experimentally
useful in reducing the overall restored test sequence by ST and not
resulting in longer test sequences.
Algorithm 3 is illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the algorithm
stores Sg /Sf for each fault in a list. Because (Sg /Sf )4 ⊇ (Sg /Sf )2
for fault f1 , the state requirements at time frame 4 are satisfied by the
state requirements at time frame 2. Therefore, test vectors 2 and 3 can
be removed from the restored subsequence without affecting the fault
coverage. It should be observed that Algorithm 3 takes into account
all the faults in Fn when comparing (Sg /Sf ) values. Therefore, the
algorithm removes redundant vectors, just by state comparison, without doing any additional fault simulation.

B. ST
During restoration, the algorithm stores for each fault the Sg /Sf
requirements that have to be justified in previous time frames. The
ST algorithm is called after a sequence is restored and is shown in

C. Merging Restoration (MR)
MR follows the same flow as Algorithm 1. However, it takes
advantage of the unspecified assignments at the inputs of the extracted
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Fig. 2.
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Compaction by RX-LROR based on increasing fault coverage algorithm.

subsequence and merges it with previously restored subsequences
rather than concatenating it. In MR, Step 7) of Algorithm 1 is replaced
by first calling Algorithm 4 and then moving back to Step 3). However,
in Step 3), the states of flip-flops (Sg /Sf ) are not stored for the
undetected faults. Furthermore, the while condition in Step 3) of test
restoration algorithm is replaced by only ((Sg /Sf )j = X)) condition.
Therefore, in Step 5) of MR, test restoration algorithm returns the selfinitializing subsequence for the target faults.
Algorithm 4. Merging from Top (C, V )
1) Let nc and nv be the number of test vectors in C and V .
2) if (nc < nv ) swap C with V and nc with nv .
3) Let i = last test vector in C, SM = i
4) Let j = last test vector in V
5) if (i ≥ 1)
while (j ≥ 1 and i ≥ 1) {
if (C[i] and V [j] are compatible) {j = j − 1; i = i − 1;
if (i = 0 OR j = 0) Merge C and V , starting from
C[SM] and V [nv ]
} // end if
else { SM = SM − 1; i = SM
Go to Step 4)} // breaking the while loop
} // end while
6) else C = V & C;
7) Return (C).
The idea of merging is similar to the one proposed by Roy et al. [16].
The subsequences can be merged in different ways. Merging from top
is shown by Algorithm 4. It checks the compatibility of the two test
sequences (currently restored V and compacted test set C) and tries
to merge the two test sequences starting from the last test vectors
of V and C toward the beginning of the test sequences. Merging
from bottom, on the other hand, is exactly the opposite; it checks
the compatibility of the two test sequences C and V and tries to merge
the two sequences starting from the first test vectors toward the end
of the test sequences. Similarly, another scheme uses a more greedy
heuristic and decides on merging the subsequence wherever savings
are higher. However, experimental results showed that merging from
top gave overall best results. Therefore, our work uses merging from
top only. ST is not applied in MR as higher compaction is achieved
without it.
A drawback of MR, compared with concatenating subsequences
(RX-LROR), is that the currently compacted test set C needs to be
fault simulated in contrast to fault simulating only the newly restored
subsequence.
After a single run of the MR Algorithm, there is a large percentage
of unspecified bits. These bits can be randomly filled for subsequent
iterations.

D. Subsequence Fault Coverage Increasing LROR (SFC-LROR)
In this section, we propose a modification to the RX-LROR compaction algorithm (Algorithm 1) to maximize its effectiveness in
producing more compacted test sequences.
The proposed algorithm is called SFC-LROR and is shown as
Algorithm 5. It follows the same steps as RX-LROR, Algorithm 1, with
a difference that after concatenating the newly restored test sequence to
the compacted test set, relaxation algorithm [15] is called to return the
unspecified input assignments on the currently compacted test set. This
step is followed by randomly filling the unspecified inputs. Randomly
filling the unspecified inputs is essentially used for increasing the fault
coverage as more faults can be detected, which could lead to reducing
the number of restored test sequences. These two steps, “relaxation”
followed by “random filling,” are done once each time a test sequence
is restored, and if the fault coverage of the compacted test sequence
increases, the process is repeated.
Algorithm 5. Subsequence Fault Coverage Increasing RX-LROR
(SFC-LROR)
1) Fault simulate the circuit using the given test set. Collect the
detection time of each fault.
2) Restore the first k test vectors as a synchronizing sequence from
the given test set T . C = {v1 , v2 , v3 , . . . , vk }.
3) Fault simulate the restored sequence C and drop all the faults
detected from Ftarget . Store the (Sg /Sf ) values of all the flipflops for all undetected faults.
4) if (Ftarget = ∅) Return C else Go to Step 5).
5) V = Test Restoration(n, Fn ), where n is the last time frame
having undetected faults.
6) V = State Traversal(V, Fn , Ftarget )
7) C = C & V ;
8) while (fault coverage of C increases & Ftarget = ∅) {
C = Relaxation(C)
RandomFill(C) }
9) Go to Step 3).
It is important to emphasize that the objective of subsequence
fault coverage increasing is to achieve higher compaction rather than
higher fault coverage by the compacted test sequence. Compaction can
increase the overall fault coverage of the test set, which was noted
earlier by Guo et al. in PROPTEST [17], [18] for achieving higher
fault coverage.
Fig. 2 illustrates the behavior of SFC-LROR in comparison with
RX-LROR. RX-LROR restores the test sequence (6, 7) to detect the
faults f3 and f10 and the test sequence (11, 12) to detect faults f5
and f6. On the other hand, SFC-LROR detects these faults in earlier
test sequences. SFC-LROR increases the fault coverage of the test
sequence (1–3) to detect f3. Similarly, the test sequence (4, 5) detects
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Fig. 3. Hybrid-III scheme.

the faults f5 and f10, and the test sequence (8–10) detects the fault f6,
in addition to previously detected faults. Hence, SFC-LROR restores
lesser test sequences giving higher level of compaction.
E. Hybrid Schemes
In this section, we propose three hybrid schemes that reduce the
inherent limitation of vector restoration algorithms of quick saturation
and capitalize on combining the benefits provided by the different
algorithms proposed in this work.
Hybrid-I is composed of two primary steps. In the first step
(step-I), the proposed RX-LROR algorithm (Algorithm 1) is run for
two iterations, and if there is any reduction in test sequence length in
any of these two iterations, the algorithm runs for one more iteration.
The algorithm reiterates by running an extra iteration as long as the
last iteration reduces the test sequence length. This step is followed
by test relaxation [15] and randomly filling the unspecified bits, which
forms the second step (step-II) of Hybrid-I. Test relaxation and random
filling (step-II) change the composition of test set while maintaining its
fault coverage. This helps moving the algorithm out of local minima,
and the search space is therefore increased. Furthermore, it allows
RX-LROR to reiterate far longer and partially replaces almost every
test vector at a very low cost of CPU time. Step-II is again followed by
step-I, and the process continues (step-I followed by step-II) until four
consecutive iterations are unable to reduce the test size.
Hybrid-II is based on the intuition that merging of relaxed subsequences (MR) gives another level of freedom to test compaction;
therefore, it may further squeeze the size of test set, if applied after
Hybrid-I. As mentioned previously, MR requires comparatively larger
number of fault simulations than RX-LROR. This drawback makes it
vulnerable to large-sized test set in terms of CPU time.
Hybrid-II is proposed to keep the advantages offered by MR while
restricting its limitations. It applies MR to the solution found by
Hybrid-I. In this algorithm, MR is applied once and is reiterated until
one pass of MR does not further reduce the test size.
Hybrid-III is another powerful compaction scheme, which combines
SFC-LROR and MR. The algorithm reiterates SFC-LROR until four
consecutive iterations are unable to reduce the test size. This step is
followed by MR, which is reiterated until one iteration of MR does
not reduce the test size. MR is again followed by SFC-LROR, and the
process continues as long as each pass (SFC-LROR followed by MR)
reduces the test size. The idea is illustrated by Fig. 3.
III. L IMITATIONS OF J USTIFICATION A LGORITHM
The proposed compaction scheme is based on the test relaxation
algorithm in [15], which involves justification of the required values to
detect a fault. The justification algorithm has limitations that may lead
to the restoration of longer test sequences than necessary.
The justification algorithm is guided by cost functions in case of
having several choices for justifying a value. To minimize the length of

the extracted sequence, a multiplicative weight of 10 or 100 is applied
to flip-flop cost functions whenever a flip-flop is reached during cost
function computation. The approximate nature of the computed cost
functions may guide the justification algorithm to a choice that leads
to the extraction of a longer test sequence.
Another limitation is during justification of faulty values. Because
the justification algorithm is based on the cost of good values only, it
may lead to the selection of inferior choices. For instance, to justify 1/0
at the output of a gate, the algorithm considers the cost of justifying 0
as a very high number, as the good value of the gate is 1; it may choose
this path only when there is no cheaper choice available or it is the only
choice.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Suppose that it is required to restore
a test subsequence for the fault k s-a-0 from the given test sequence
(10, 11, 11, 11).
The fault is detected in the last time frame, and justifying the value
1/0 on the output leads to the requirement of 1/0 on line m and X/0
on line n. The faulty value on line m is justified through the fault site,
and this leads to the requirement of 1/X on input A. There are no
justification requirements on input B; and hence, it can be relaxed.
The value X/0 on line n has to be justified in the previous time
frame (i.e., time frame 3). This will lead to the justification requirement
X/0 on line o in time frame 3. Notice that this value could be
justified through line p from the fault site leading to the test sequence
(XX, 1X). However, the algorithm uses cost functions based on good
values only; the cost of having a zero on line p is a very high number.
Thus, line p is not selected, and line q is selected as it has lesser
cost. This causes the algorithm to go back until the first time frame,
where the value is justified through input B. Thus, the algorithm
will return the test sequence (X0, 1X, 1X, 1X), which has redundant
vectors.
One way to address this limitation is by computing the cost of
faulty values (in addition to good values) for a single time frame.
This could be computed by injecting the faulty values at the fault
site and processing the circuit level by level. These two cost functions
could better guide the justification process for good and faulty values
separately, using respective cost functions. However, this step could be
time consuming.
A second and more exact method to address this limitation is by
setting an upper limit to the size of restored subsequence. During the
justification process, if the restored subsequence reaches that upper
limit, it could then be fault simulated using the target fault list. In
case of failure in fault detection, the justification algorithm would
continue until it justifies the fault or it reaches the upper limit again.
In either case, a pass of fault simulation would restrict the size of
subsequence. This scheme is a compromise between large test size due
to inexact nature of cost functions and expensive vector-by-vector fault
simulation to find the exact starting point of the subsequence as used
by LROR.
The second limitation of current implementation is the memory
requirement. Currently, our technique stores all faults that get excited
and propagated, even if they are not detected. The memory usage can
be significantly reduced by storing only information about propagated
faults from the time of their excitation to detection. A two-pass fault
simulation scheme, as proposed by Hsiao et al. [6], can be used to find
exactly those time frames where the faults are excited, propagated, and
reach to the primary output. For faults that require large test sequence,
the algorithm can be altered to run in phases to store only the good
and faulty values in a predetermined number of frames to reduce the
memory requirements. This will require running the fault simulator in
phases to determine the required good and faulty values for the set of
frames across which the faults are going to be justified. These ideas
will be investigated in future work.
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Limitation of justification algorithm in extraction of longer test sequence.
TABLE I
COMPACTION RESULTS ON STRATEGATE TEST SEQUENCES

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed test compaction algorithms, we have performed experiments on the ISCAS89 benchmark
circuits using STRATEGATE [2] and HITEC [19] test sequences. The
experiments are conducted on an IBM P-IV 2.0-GHz processor, with
512-MB RAM, and HOPE [20] is used as a fault simulator.
The RX-LROR version implemented in our work is similar to the
one proposed by Guo et al. [9], as it does not include new faults into
the target fault set during subsequence restoration for a group of faults
in a single time frame. Therefore, our implementation of RX-LROR is
compared with that proposed by LROR [9] for a fair comparison. This
version of LROR [9] used 20 test vectors as synchronizing sequence
in case of test size more than 300 vectors and l/16 otherwise. The
number of vectors in a synchronizing sequence is kept the same in our
version of RX-LROR for the sake of comparison. The proposed hybrid
schemes have shown better results and are also compared with the
other best known compaction algorithms, i.e., LROR [12], MISC [12],
and SIFAR [10], to show their overall performance. It should be noted
that LROR [12] uses a single test vector as a synchronizing sequence;
therefore, for fair comparison, hybrid schemes and SFC-LROR
have also used the same synchronizing sequence in their respective
RX-LROR implementations.
During cost function computation for flip-flops, our implementation
of RX-LROR, RX-LROR-ST, and test relaxation applies a multiplicative weight of 10; whereas, in SFC-LROR and MR, it applies a

multiplicative weight of 100. These weights were selected based on
experiments.
The performance of compaction algorithms on STARATEGATE [2]
test sequences, together with CPU time, reported in brackets are shown
in Table I. The results of LROR [9] are compared with the proposed
algorithms. From Table I, it can be seen that the proposed RXLROR performed better than LROR [9] on seven out of ten circuits,
with slightly better overall savings and comparable CPU time. These
results are further improved by applying ST to the newly restored
subsequences in RX-LROR-ST algorithm. RX-LROR-ST has further
reduced the compacted test set against a small penalty of CPU time.
It has again performed better than LROR [9] on seven out of ten
circuits. The next column (ITE-RX-LROR-ST) is the iterative version
of the same algorithm. Although it shows comparable results to ITELROR [9], it can be noticed that ITE-RX-LROR-ST has suffered
from quick saturation, and for many circuits it is unable to reduce the
test size.
It can be observed that for some circuits, e.g., s5378, the compacted
test sequence length obtained by our proposed implementation of
RX-LROR (Algorithm 1) is larger than the one obtained by
LROR [9]. This is due to the current limitations of the justification
algorithm, which will be addressed in future work.
The next column in Table I shows the performance of MR. MR did
not perform well compared with our implementation of RX-LROR. It
has achieved better results on two circuits only (compared with our
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TABLE II
HYBRID-II IN COMPARISON TO BEST KNOWN COMPACTION ALGORITHMS ON STRATEGATE AND HITEC TEST SEQUENCES

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF RX-LROR-ST AND SFC-LROR ON STRATEGATE AND HITEC TEST SEQUENCES

version of RX-LROR). This is due to the fact that the extracted test
sequences are not fully specified, which reduces the number of faults
detected by the restored sequence compared with the fully specified
one. This also results in extracting a larger number of test sequences,
which affects the compaction quality and CPU time. Despite these
limitations, it has the potential of improving the compaction quality,
if applied after RX-LROR, as discussed previously.
ITE-Hybrid-I is shown next in Table I. It can be seen that ITEHybrid-I has significantly improved the results of ITE-RX-LROR-ST
and has performed better than ITE-LROR [9] on nine out of ten
circuits, with higher overall savings.
The last column of Table I shows the performance of ITE-Hybrid-II.
MR has shown the effect of further squeezing the size of test set, which
is already reduced by ITE-Hybrid-I. ITE-Hybrid-II has performed
better than ITE-LROR [9] on nine out of ten circuits and has given the
highest overall savings, in comparison to all other algorithms shown
in Table I.
Based on the above results, ITE-Hybrid-II is compared with ITELROR [12], ITE-MISC [12], and ITE-SIFAR [10] on STRATEGATE
[2] and HITEC test sequences [19] in Table II.
Considering STRATEGATE test sequences [2], it can be seen that
ITE-Hybrid-II has performed better on eight out of ten circuits, with
higher overall savings than ITE-LROR [12]. When compared with

ITE-SIFAR [10], ITE-Hybrid-II has again performed better on seven
out of ten circuits, whereas one resulted in a draw. In terms of overall
savings, ITE-Hybrid-II has shown higher savings than ITE-SIFAR.
However, ITE-MISC has performed better than ITE-Hybrid-II on
six out of ten circuits, but the overall savings are comparable and the
CPU time is significantly higher than that of ITE-Hybrid-II.
Next, these algorithms (other than ITE-SIFAR) are compared on
HITEC [19] test sequences. As shown in Table II, ITE-Hybrid-II gives
better results than ITE-LROR [12] on nine out of thirteen circuits,
with significantly higher overall savings. However, comparing to
ITE-MISC [12], it shows better performance on nine out of thirteen
circuits, with slightly better overall savings and lesser CPU time. The
effect of ITE-Hybrid-II is even more pronounced for the circuits s1196,
s1238, s3271, s3384, and s4863.
The performance of SFC-LROR is shown in Table III. The one-shot
version of RX-LROR-ST and SFC-LROR on STRATEGATE [2] and
HITEC test sequences [19] is shown. It can be seen that SFC-LROR
has made significant improvement on our implementation of
RX-LROR-ST. It has shown a higher level of compaction on eight out
of ten circuits, with higher overall savings on STRATEGATE [2] test
sequences. This trend is even more pronounced on HITEC [19] test
sequences, shown next in the same table. On HITEC test sequences
[19], SFC-LROR has performed better than RX-LROR-ST on twelve
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TABLE IV
HYBRID-III IN COMPARISON TO BEST KNOWN COMPACTION ALGORITHMS

out of thirteen circuits and achieved much higher overall savings. It
is worth mentioning that this (fault coverage increasing) scheme is
generic and can be applied on top of any static compaction scheme.
These results demonstrate the strong potential of the scheme.
The performance of the iterative version of SFC-LROR (ITE-SFCLROR) is shown in Table III. ITE-SFC-LROR reiterates SFC-LROR
until four consecutive iterations are unable to reduce the test size. It
can be seen that in comparison to SFC-LROR on STRATEGATE test
sequences [2], it has further reduced the test size on nine out of ten
circuits and achieved higher overall savings of nearly 400 test vectors.
Similarly, on HITEC test sequences [19], it has further squeezed the
test size on eleven out of thirteen circuits, with nearly 900 test vectors
higher overall savings.
ITE-SFC-LROR can also be compared with the other best known
compaction algorithms shown in Table II. On STRATEGATE test
sequences [2], in comparison to ITE-LROR [12], ITE-SFC-LROR
has performed better on eight out of ten circuits, with higher overall
savings. In comparison to ITE-SIFAR [10], it has again performed
better on six out of ten circuits, with higher overall savings. Finally, in
comparison to ITE-MISC [12], it has performed better on four out of
ten circuits, with comparable savings. The effect is more pronounced
on s5378.
The performance of ITE-SFC-LROR can also be compared with all
these algorithms (other than SIFAR [10]) on HITEC test sequences
[19] shown in Table II. It can be noticed that ITE-SFC-LROR has
performed better than ITE-LROR [12] on ten out of thirteen circuits,
whereas one resulted in a draw. It has shown more than 600 test vectors
savings than ITE-LROR [12]. In comparison to ITE-MISC [12], it has
performed better on eight out of thirteen circuits and achieved almost
200 test vectors savings more than ITE-MISC [12]. Some of the circuits like s713, s820, s1238, s1488, s5378, and s4863 are worth
noticing.
Finally, Table IV shows the performance of ITE-Hybrid-III and
compares it with the best known compaction algorithms on STRATEGATE [2] and HITEC [19] test sequences. On STRATEGATE test
sequences [2], in comparison to ITE-LROR [12], ITE-Hybrid-III has
performed better on eight out of ten circuits, with significantly higher
overall savings. In comparison to ITE-SIFAR [10], it has again performed better on eight out of ten circuits, with higher overall savings.
Finally, in comparison to ITE-MISC [12], it has performed better on
five out of ten circuits, with higher overall savings. The effect is more
pronounced on s1196, s1238, and s5378.

TABLE V
RX-LROR IN COMPARISON TO LROR TO DEMONSTRATE
LIMITATIONS OF JUSTIFICATION ALGORITHM

ITE-Hybrid-III is compared next in the same table on HITEC test
sequences [19]. It can be noticed that ITE-Hybrid-III has performed
better than ITE-LROR [12] on eleven out of thirteen circuits, whereas
one resulted in a draw. It has shown more than 1000 test vectors
savings than ITE-LROR [12]. In comparison to ITE-MISC [12], it
has performed better on twelve out of thirteen circuits and achieved
almost 600 test vectors higher overall savings. Some of the circuits
like s713, s820, s1196, s1238, s1488, s5378, s3271, s3384, and
s4863 have achieved significantly higher savings than the other two
algorithms.
The circuits for which RX-LROR resulted in much longer test
sequences than LROR [9] are shown in Table V. It should be noted that
we have implemented LROR scheme, similar to [9], for ease of comparison, because [9] did not report results on HITEC test sequences.
These circuits are not shown in other tables as they demonstrate limitations of justification algorithm either on HITEC or STRATEGATE
test sequences. It should be observed that s382, s1423, and s1494 have
shown better results than LROR on one of the two (either on HITEC
or STRATEGATE) test sets, but are removed from other tables due
to much higher test size on the other test sequence. The difference in
test size is due to the limitations of the used justification algorithm.
Techniques to address these limitations are proposed in Section III and
will be further investigated in future work.
It can be observed from our experimental results of the proposed
compaction algorithms and the results reported in the literature [9],
[12], [10] that the CPU time increases nonlinearly with the reduction in
test sequence length. It is justifiable to spend high CPU time to achieve
more compacted test sequences because test compaction is an offline
process and is performed only once in the design cycle. Sequential
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ATPG is often used for high-volume manufacturing designs that
cannot adopt the full-scan design methodology, e.g., microprocessors.
Having more compacted test sequences will reduce the TAT and the
overall testing cost.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed several static compaction algorithms
for sequential circuits based on efficient test relaxation and ROR
schemes. The proposed work has the advantage of quickly restoring a
test sequence for a set of faults compared with vector-by-vector faultsimulation-based restoration techniques. The restored subsequence is
further compacted by ST algorithm, which allows the removal of
redundant vectors without additional fault simulation. These restored
subsequences can be either concatenated (having fully specified bits;
making RX-LROR), or they can be subjected to increasing the fault
coverage (SFC-LROR) and, finally, can also be merged (relaxed input
assignments, MR). MR is found to be more effective after applying
RX-LROR and SFC-LROR as demonstrated by ITE-Hybrid-II and
ITE-Hybrid-III. Finally, we have also proposed an efficient way of
taking any compaction algorithm out of saturation. This is achieved by
using test relaxation and randomly filling the unspecified bits before
reiterating the algorithm, demonstrated by ITE-Hybrid-I.
The proposed static compaction algorithms in this paper have
clearly shown the tradeoffs between compaction quality and CPU time.
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Abstract—Leakage power consumption is an increasingly serious problem in very large-scale integration circuits, especially for portable applications. Two novel approaches to leakage power minimization in static
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor circuits that employ input
vector control (IVC) are investigated. The authors model leakage effects
by means of pseudo-Boolean functions. These functions are linearized and
incorporated into an exact (optimal) integer linear programming (ILP)
model, called virtual-gate ILP, which analyzes leakage variation with
respect to a circuit’s input vectors. A heuristic mixed-integer linear programming (MLP) method is also proposed, which has several advantages:
it is faster, its accuracy can be quickly estimated, and tradeoffs between
runtime and optimality can easily be made. Furthermore, the MLP model
also provides a way to estimate a lower bound on circuit leakage current.
The proposed methods are used to generate an extensive set of experimental results on leakage reduction. It is shown that average leakage currents
are usually 1.25 times the minimum, confirming the effectiveness of IVC.
The heuristic MLP approach is shown to be approximately 13.6 times
faster than the exact ILP method, whereas finding input vectors whose
power consumption is only a few percent above the optimum. In addition,
the lower bound estimated by the MLP model is also within a few percent
of the optimal value.
Index Terms—Input vector control, integer linear programming, leakage current minimization, pseudo-Boolean functions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As CMOS technology evolves, leakage currents are becoming
responsible for more and more of a circuit’s overall power consumption [10]. This problem is especially serious in portable and
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